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of Bowling Green State University

Registration Pi Kappa Delta Will Sponsor Freshmen Elect
Steps Outlined
The following; steps have beert
outlined for second semester registration.
(I) Fill out registration forms.
Monday, Jan. 28
(a) Report to Registrar's Office if
last name begins with A,B, C,
D, F„ F, or G
(b) Fill out cards.
(c) If a veteran, report to Room
217-A for I.D. Card
(d) Return cards to Registrar's
Office completely filled out.
<e) Pay fees if you desire. (Business Office)
Tuesday, Jan. 27
Same as above schedule for names
beginning with H, I, J, K, L, M, N,
or 0.
Wednesday, Jan. 28
Same as above schedule for names
beginning with P, J, R, S, T, U, V,
W, X. Y, or Z.
(II) Completion of Registration
Monday, Fab. 2
8:00 a.m.—New students report
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.—Freshman Class report to Recreation Hall, Administration
Building
(1) It is hoped your grade sheets
will be ready for distribution.
(2) Check for failures.
If required, change schedule.
(3) Pick up class admission cards.
(4) Pay fees if not paid previouslyMonday, Feb. 2
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. — Sophomore Class report.
Note above steps .or freshmen
Tuesday, Feb. 3
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.—Junior
nnd Senior Classes report
Note above steps for freshmen
Students who have not completed all steps listed by 3 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 3, will be charged the
late registration fee of $5.

News Next Week
The Bee Gee News will come
out at the usual time next week.
The only change will be a reduction in sise to four pages.
Students who are going home
may pick up their copies anytime after Wednesday noon.
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Annual Debate Tournament Officers

Today

Sixty Six Students Are
Semester Graduates

Freshman elections arc being
Sixty-six seniors will have completed their work at the
held today between the hours of 8 University this month. Nineteen students will be graduated
a.m. and 4 p.m. Voting is in tho from the College of Liberal Arts, 12 from Business AdminisWell with preferential ballots be- tration, and 35 from the College of Education. They will
ing used.
receive their diplomas at the June graduation.
Returns from the elections will
The following students will rebe announced as soon as the balceive Bachelor of Arts degrees in
lots are counted, which will proLiberal Arts: Glenna Steele Bache,
bably be sometime this evening
Ruth M. Black, Robert C. BuU,
Ballot counting will take place in
Paul Butler, John C. Christraan,
the Rec Hall and will be open to
Robert' Lee Dcuchler, Gerald R.
Committees
havo
been
set
up
the public.
Devcaux, Stanley F. Gordon, MarCandidates for president in- to arrange the annual University garet Janet Harms, Frank Norman
clude: Murel Chase, Fred Ramps, Anniversary Prom, it was announ- James, Bruce G. McAbery, Jr.,
Bill Pampel, Walter Rock, Lois ced at Monday's meeting of Stu- Robert M. Mercer, Joseph J.
Packo, William J. Parker, Stephen
Ryder, and Collene Woodmcncy.
dent Senate.
Velkoff, Edna Collins Wright, and
Vice president candidates inSam Morell, general chairman Danny Santhvicca.
clude: Sybil Bragg, Edward Green,
Ronald Wayne Emmitt and Roof
the dance, which will be held bert Kenneth Gunn will receive
Iris Irwin, Dick Roll, Dick Strcnsin March, named the following Bachelor of Science degrees in
by, and Roberta Whitelaw.
Liberal Arts.
The first annual intramural debate tournament spon- Campaigning for the position of committee members:
sored by Pi Kappa Delta, national forensics honorary, will be freshman secretary are: Florence Band committee: Gordon Ward, In Business Administration, the
held on campus late in February. A large loving cup will be Bartels, Mary Ann Hodge, Mary chairman; decorations: Dora Ter- following students will receive
awarded to the winning organization.
Bachelor of Science degrees: Allen
Each fraternity, sorority, dorm, and independent social Hughes, Helen Kritzler, und Dawn bizan, chairman; Jaunita Barne, Van Kirk Bender, Jack W. Conkel,
Voelzow.
Glenn
Kncrr,
Bob
Eastman;
progroup will be eligible to enter two debate teams.
For the position of treasurer are gram: August Horvath, chair- Clarence A. Espcn, Edward Harold
•
The debate topics will be questions of campus controversy chos- the following freshmen:
Dick man; Betty Sandera, John Payak; Gilliland, Paul Andrew Grosch,
en by the organizations partici- Baker, Mary Jane Danolfo, Dave publicity: Lois Rubel, chairman, Ray Max, Jr., Kenneth Charles
pating.
Members of Pi Kappa Hawley, Ruth L o o m i s, Sally
Ochs, Elizabeth Ann Poland, WalDelta and of the varsity debate Squire, Pat Thompson, and Jack Alex Emcrick, Jane Russell; tickets: Ruth Huusruth, chairman, ter Frank Terrell, Denzil L. Webteam will not be eligible to com Wilson.
ber, Ross Willhitc, and Harold
pete.
According to the Student Sen- Jim Epps, Mildred Richey; inviAll clubs, organizations, sororiRay Yeager is president of the ate, all candidates must have their tations: Betty Lange, chairman; Keith Yates.
ties, and fraternities are requested
The following 35 students will
to turn in contracts for space in sponsoring group and Prof. M. H. campaigning muterial cleared from cleanup committee: Dave Aurereceive Bachelor of Science dethe campus within 48 hours follow- lius, chairman; Joe Siegferth.
the Key as soon as possible, an- Miklc is the faculty advisor.
ing the elections.
nounces Mr. Russell Baird, Key
Anyone interested in watching grees in Educution: Dorothy J. Anadvisor.
Parts of the Key are
Counting of the bnllots will be
Student
Senute members count derson, Rolland Barnes, James
ready to go to press, and the conunder the direction of the elections
Baxter,
Bruce
Bollard,
ballots
after
the freshman elec- Dale
tracts arc needed so that the edicommittee which includes: Chairtors can finish makeup of the
man Dave Aurelius, Mason Grove, tion today may go to the Rec Hall Wayne Blokcr, Robert Ix>uis Bolce,
John II. Bonam, Fremont Brown,
pages.
Sal Guidice, and Hill Wagner.
at 4 p.m.
Herbert II. Carver, Richard E.
All copy and photographs have
Casciani,£harlcs Lee Codding, Robeen completed for forty-eight
An Oriental art exhibit and sale
bert Dean Conner, Aaron B.
pages of the annual, and they are
is being presented under the sponCroop, William B. Duff, Ruth M.
now being printed. More will be
sorship of the Art Club in the art
Goodeman, Richard Greisinger,
sent as soon as it is ready.
department.
David William Holzaepfel, MariA few clubs have not been phoThe collection of 100 prints
anne Gayc Houser, Evalyn Limmer
tographed yet, but arrangements
from the Robert Lee Gallery of
Kaiser, Betty Louise Kerr, Donald
are being made to have this done
Newton, Conn, and includes JapFloyd Kinnaman, George M. Macas soon as possible. Schedules ananese landscapes, floral prints, old
Donald, Lauren Edwin Manhart,
nouncing the time, place, and ormasters, panels, miniature landEarl James Mort, Edward A.
ganization will be posted soon.
scapes, a moonlight series, and a
Palmer, Ann Hammock Part hum,
Only one type Key cover will bo
horse scries.
Melvin Powers, Lester Paul Rideoffered this year.
Students will
All prints on display are for sale
out, George Herman Schmidt, Paul
receive padded covered Keys at no
H. Shelley, Laura Pauline Simkins,
extra cost; the extra cost being and may be purchased by students
and faculty directly from the exEdwin Thor Syvertson, David Deeassimilated by the Key funds.
hibit.
Prices
range
from
$1.50
to
Vall Thompson, Ennis F. Walker,
Another feature of the Key will
$20.
Edward J. O. Yarger.
be art work done by -Don DeitcsOpening last week, it will be disfeld, sophomore from Hartland,
played for a month.
Wisconsin.

Senate Plans
UA Prom

Submit Key
Contracts Now

Oriental Art

On Display

Winter Has Come

Fresh Women

All Interested freshmen women should apply Immediately
for the position of representative to the AWS Legislative
Board. Off-campus women apply at Dean Wilder'* office.
Kohl Hall freshmen may obtain
blanks from their dorm office.

"Lucky Finger" Fails To Measure Up
To Previous Robinson Successes
by Frederick R. McLeod
It is with real diffidence that I
approach the criticism of Lennox
Robinson's new play. Mr. Robinson has many distinguished plays
to his credit—plays which assure
him a place as one of the mosfimportant dramatists of the Irish
literary revival. If I do not think
Tha Lucky Finger measures up to
to the great artistry of his previous
plays, if I think, in fact, that it
has many serious faults, I hope
he will attribute these judgements
only to a too severe comparison of
this new play with its predecessors.
The play as given Monday evening in the University Theatre in
its world premiere performance,
and as starring Miss Sara Allgood, celebrated actress of stage
and screen, has many delightful
comic scenes and characters as
well as one of the finest bits of
satiric comedy (in Act II) I have
seen. As an indication of what
the play might have been I would
evidence this scene, involving
Juley, the Twohigs, and the nuns;
this scene, I think, was the best in
the play and a wonderful example
of deft, sharp satirical comedy.
It is proof of the heights t-> which
Mr. Robinson can rise. I wish he
had written the whole play in this
form, making it a study oi the effect of Juley's money on her family and friends. However as it
stands I am afraid that the play's
many excellences of characterization and writing do not suffice to
redeem its faulty structure and
lack of organic unity.
The basic failure of the play lies
in the dramatist's intention or pur-

nose. Whut has the dramatist intended tt> do in the play?
To
amuse or delight, is the obvious
answer. But that is much too general a purpose. It can only be
achieved if the more scientific
purpose of form is met. Was the
comedy intended to be one of plot,
of character, of sentiment, or of
what? In other words was it intended to be a melodrama, a satiric
comedy, or a sentimental comedy?
The answer is important and is
much more than a matter of neatly
classifying the play. The purpose
of all three forms can't be
achieved in the same play. This,
it seems to me, is Mr. Robinson's
failure; he didn't decide which of
these three forms he intended to
write, and, consequently, his drama is constantly at cross purposes
within itself.
It has the weaknesses of both melodrama and sentimental comedy without the virtues of either.
Melodrama depends for its success almost entirely upon suspense,
interest and ingenuity'of plot. Its
characters may be stereotypes and
motivation may be slight or nonexistent, but these factors are
made plausible by the plot; or
rather, are accepted for the sake
of the well-contrived plot. They
are unacceptable without that
plot Sentimental comedy, on the
other hand, depends upon graceful, skillful writing and delicate
humor to avoid falling into mawkish sentimentality.
Mr. Robinson's stock characters
are in the melodramatic tradi-

tion—even to the Idiot Boy, Paddy
(shades of Wordsworth); his
Emmy undergoes a sudden, unmotivated ■change of character in
conformance with the same tradi
tion, but the ingenious plot, the
swift movement from climax to
climax, which would make these
things credible and acceptable is
wanting. Thus, the resolution of
the last act is spurious because no
problem has been set up to be resolved. Nor is the essentially sentimental nature of many of the situations sufficiently redeemed by
the necessary graceful imagination and humor.
It is a tribute to the actors and
the director that they were able
to make this "deal of coming and
going" upon the stage seem almost
credible. Although lack of space
forbids mention of any but the
outstanding actors, all were excellent and gave professional performances.
Miss Allgood could
not have asked'for a better supporting cast.
Miss Allgood's performance suffered, in part, from the basic contradictions of the role, as conceived by the dramatist—contradictions which even Miss Allgood's
art conld not reconcile. But her
performance revealed in many
subtle ways her wide, rich background in the theatre. This was
revealed in her sense of ensemble
playing, and in the fine economy of
her acting—the little gestures,
movements, and changes in expression which were all expressive
of some change in her relationship
to the scene.
(Continued « page 2, eel. S)

Dr. Prout
Improving

Pay Libe Fines
Attention 11 Students who fail
to pay fines or return books which
are due in the Library will have
their semester grades withheld in
the Registrar's office.

Textbook Sale

Ends Feb. 3
The current sale of textbooks
for f!he second semester will extend
through Feb. 3, announced Paul
Shepherd, University Book Store
manager.
Students changing their address
are requested to notify the University Post Office of the change.

Part-time Jobs
Are Available
Students interested in part-time
employment may submit their application to the Student Employment Bureau giving the hours they
prefer employment. Office hours
are 10 to 12 a.m. and 2 to 4 p.m.
Townspeople needing some parttime help may contact the Student
Employment Bureau by calling
5935 or by stopping at the office
located in the rear of room 115,
Administration Bldg.
The staff
will supply the needs of the townspeople for odd jobs around the
house or business.

President Frank J. Prout is convalescing in Toledo H spital after
his second operation in less than
two weeks.
The Administrative
staff of the school remains in constant touch with him through frequent visits.
When pressed by business at
the offices, acting president Ralph
G. Harshman, or business manager Ervin J. Kreischer communicate with Doctor Prout through the
medium of the dictaphone.
"Doctor Prout was like a little
boy with a new toy," Mr. Kreischer
said when he told of the President's unusual method of communication.
Although he has complete confidence in his staff, Doctor Prout
likes to keep in touch with the University he has headed since 1939.
But, "only the most important
matters are relayed to him" Mr.
Kreischer declared, and he smiled
when he added, "he gets only the
good news."
PLEASE — NO MORE FLOWERS I
Friends have aent more flowers
than the room can hold, and Doctor
Prout has asked that no more be
sent. Visitors are frequent and
he spends many enjoyable hours
reading letters and notes from student* and friends.
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iubiidieA. jo* education...
by John Fay
The recent report of President Truman's Committee on Higher
Education, wherein it is suggested that approximately $300,000,000 be appropriated by Congress to initiate a nation-wide program of scholarships and subsidies to aid sludenls, has received
much favorable comment from the press and should certainly be
of much Interest to the students of the College of Education on this
campus.
Equally as important is the recommendalion that segregation
be abolished entirely throughout the nation's schools. The two
■proposals when put together seem to represent an awakening of
the American people to the fact that education, while it may have
been regarded In the past as fairly important, is now considered
a very basic factor in the preservation of democracy and the protection of the rights of the common man.
Popular columnist, Billy Rose, pulled no punches when he
revealed the conditions of some school buildings in the nation's
largest clly, New York. In his half-satirical and half-pungent
style. Rose staled that a good portion of Gotham's public schools
were built about the time of the Civil War. He also pointed out
tha in one instance children were going to school in a building
which had formerly been a jail. The unusual thing about it was
that officials In charge had neglected to do much remodeling and
the original cells and Iron bars were still in existence.
Time magazine, while approving of the plan In general
pointed out the fact that only seven per cent of the nation's iobs
required a college education. This may be true, but a liberal
arts education Is something that anyone can well be thankful
to have under his belt. It may not specialize or train you for any
one particular job but it brings understanding to the every day
problems of living; it helps a man form a philosophy which can
be used as a guide throughout his whole life; it brings a revealment of the problems of national and world government, and an
appreciation of the really fine and beautiful things life has to
offer.
After all, are not these basic elements in our way of life as
important to the laboring man as they are to the wealthy capitalist? Do they not bring to both the things they both seek—happiness, security, and peace? The committee's report is indeed a
step forward to the realization of this goal and should be given
the utmost consideration by congressional leaders.

Choir's Performance
Rewards Kennedy's Work

by Dorothy Schumann

The patient and painstaking work of Director James
Paul Kennedy was well-rewarded Sunday evening in the fine
performance given by the University A Cappella Choir at the
First Methodist Church. The choir, presented in their first
home concert of the season by the Bowling Green Council of
Churches, proved, both by the quality of performance of each
of the soloists as well as by the
careful tonal balance at all times
of the entire group, that it indeed
is composed of outstanding voices
only.
Two sacred oratorios by Handel,
one from Samson and one from the
by Harold Flags
Messiah, opened the program, the
Nestology is now being offered
first half of which was composed
entirely of religious music.
The as a 4-hour course.
program continued with three
Full instructions for enrolling
songs of faith from the Russian follow:
church. Harold Rayless very capDuring the relapses between all
ably took the baritone Bolo in the your other "ologies," charge over
Russian Christmas chant, God is to the campus soda fountain. Arwith t/».
rive early. Only the early bird
The Jewish chant, Am Yuroel gets the coke. Proceed to sprinkle
Chay, sung in Hebrew, was parti- old acquaintances liberally
by Dr. Emerson Shuck
cularly well-performed.
throughout the line.
Perhaps two of the most beautiFind a buddy who is a profesShelley would have it that the those who submitted manuscripts.
stupid critic* killed Adonais; It is meant to be a compliment of ful and stirring hymns in all of sional juggler. He will be just too,
Keats knew better, though dead, careful appraisal. In every item Christian music were the lust two too glad to be of assistance.
for he woe more udult than A is! there is some richness which makes in the first part of the program.
Frienil juggler fights his way
champion. The first blossoms re- it worth the doing better: the Listening to Fair are. the Meailows to the counter. On each arm, he
quire tender nurture, but bold mood of Edward Chcslock's "You and Praise to the liord, one could- piles two soups, pie a la mode, and
pruning makes a sturdiir plant. Are My City," the first stanza n't help but feel that hearing such sandwiches—snacks for the Van
Good wishes and easy patriotism of Polly Simkins' "Fall Living," music is truly like listening to a Snoots dc Ponts who are playing
the experimental swing of Blanche. peaceful and inspiring sermon.
never won a real oottlc*
bridge in booth three. Meanwhile,
Following
the
intermission, the "lowly masses" send out
The third issue of "Eyas" Spiiuglvr's "Frances, Frances!"
promptly sold out last week in the and the child-rightness of Jo James Dunn, student director, searching parties ever hopeful of
His com- finding a scat.
literary magazine's first appear- Shull's "Genesis." Although A. L. i mounted the podium.
ance this year. That fact should McClain's "Middle Age Man with ments on Modern Music by BillOur juggler almost forgets the
bo an encouragement both to its Cheek of White" is smoothly done, ings, a contemporary of Mozart, black coffee—(dinner for the P. L.
it
too
smugly
echoes
the
phrasing,
added to the interest in the num- 346 GI student who is making fineditors and to friends of the
school's intellectual development, characters, and situations of the ber.
ancial ends meet.)
■liek-magailne
prose
which
has
for student inarticulateness is
The rest of the program was in
Finally silverware and napkins
stole
i
the
integrity
of
many
a
fatal
to universtiy
maturity.
a lighter vein. Jeane Gray, alto, are balanced precariously on the
"Eyas" is filling: a need and has modern writer. Two literary con- sang the solo part in Go Down remaining parking space—feet,
accepted a responsibility.
Upon tributions show evidences of the Moses. Pat Sunquinctti was so- that is.
those bases it deserves serious combined thought and care about loist in a novel arrangement of
One-half the battle has now endwhich this review is most concern- the Egyptian spiritual. Dark Cloud
consideration.
ed. But just try to find a seat!
ed. William K. Yoakam's "Poem" Cover the Sea.
The current number has much to
We have made our Nest, but too
is truly poetry, and James Caufcommend it: an attractive foremat,
Another negro spiritual was many people are living in it.
ficl's "Tears, Idle Tears" is, dea striking cover design, the graceEzekiel Saw the Wheel with tenor
Apparently Bee Gee eds and cospite its title, a sensitive sketch.
William Connor as soloist.
Kay eds have decided to play cards and
ful dedication to Mr. Robinson, a
The
two
photographs
included
Bayless and Richard Ohlemacher cultivate conversational talents onnew care to avoid mechanical
errors, and especially a breadth of in the body of the magazine are were soloists in Set Down Servant. ly during rush hours ot the Nest.
probably
more
impressive
in
the
interest rare in student literary
So don't be surprised if a new
The next selection, appropriately
publications. Several of the items original than in print. But both entitled The Orchestra Song by neon sign arrives on campus. Ten
show integrity and artistry. But lack the contrast necessary for Schumann, was clever in that each to one, it'll say "Standing Room
two flaws run through its pages, good half-tone reproduction and instrument was portrayed by a Only. Bring your own chair.
related and perhaps symptomatic. are reduced too much for effec- different section. The Deaf Wo- Tables not furnished either."
The first is incompleteness, the tiveness. Dora Tetbizan's "Bay Is man*' Courtship featured Connie
second a seemingly deliberate lack Dying" nevertheless shows camera Preager as the Old Woman and
"The Lucky Finger"
of precision. Vignettes stand for artistry in its composition and Don Harig as the suitor.
stories, hints for suggestions, and technique, while the human mes(Continued from page 1)
The Czeckoslovaklan folk song,
most serious of all, words for sage of Mildred Shurtleff's "Wish- Come and Danee Now, by Manney
Patricia Mann as Statia turned
images. Movie tricks replace prose boats" does not falter. The two ended the program in a light, care- in the most flawless performance I
structure, phrases limp fur sen- cuts of art work arc less suc- free mood.
have ever seen on the University
tences, and 14 lines make a son- cessful fas is usually the case with
Called back three times by the stage. Although her appearance
net. Here and there the lack of wash mediums), but Carol Adam's enthusiastic applause of the audi- was, I thought, a little too "gencraft cannot obscure the validity "Mauonna and Child" has a defi- ence, Dr. Kennedy chose as en- teel," her interpretation of the
of the experience communicated, nite delicate appeal even to one cores Sleep, Baby, Slap, The part was so sure and "right" and
aa in Steve Voxel's trench-knife whose tastes in the graphic arts Sheperd't Story, and Good Luck she played it with such technical
prose and Mildred ShurtletT's are admittedly belated.
and the Lord Bless You and Keep finish and polish that she made it
sketch of interior tragedy; but
The place "Eyas" can hold in you.
completely convincing.
again it blots a potentially fine real university life is an imporSir Adrian Burke was acted by
image, as in Hob Mnllus's "Schloss tant one. This issue has shown
Lawrence Kuhl with authority and
Heidelberg." A good idea deserves admirable possibilities and disintelligence. He deserves special
careful expression. Spontaneity is tinct achievement. A firmer edicommendation for his superb playcharming only when thoughtfully torial policy, a more serious attiing of the difficult last scene.
spontaneous, and art must come tude by contributors, and the
H. Beresford Menagh in the
from organic development rather growth of "an 'Eyas' tradition"
than surface imitation. Writing will develop the possibilities and
Hibernating season is upon us, role of John Twohig gave a spirited,
entertaining performance.
and painting and living are dim- better the achievement. The school but unless you can prove you're a
cult practices even for the blessed. greets you, "Eyas," at the begin- bear, or one of those whom the
Philip Miles as Richard, the inangels smile upon (Dean's List stu- effectual husband; Virginia Marion
All this is not an attack upon ning of a great career.
dents with unlimited cuts), you as Emmy, the selfish snob; Ellin
still have to crawl out of that warm Elaine Fruchey as Puck, the Ella
bed and face the wintry blasts.
Cinders of the family; Judson ElTry elevating your mind from lertson as Squint Robinson, a selfbitter cold to a higher plane with caricature (?), and William Prenmusings about the beauty of each tice as Stephen Foley, the irrasOffice—31S Administration Buildlno—Teltphon 2631
ice-laden tree and snow-covered cible suitor, all turned in noteAs, inbush. Oops — you should have worthy performances.
Official Student Publication
been concentrating on the ice- deed, did all the rest of the cast.
PubUihad Each Wednesday of th. Year
laden walks instead, it seems. InDick Bauman as Charles, and
by the students of
cidently, a hot water bottle coyly the actors who appeared only in
Bowling Green Stale University
concealed beneath six layers of Act III played their parts with
outer garments is a n.uch more ef- commendable skill and as though
fective, if less poetic way, of con- they knew their parts had been
quering physical discomfort.
written into the play—something,
Associated Golegidte Pr*3ts
If you are unfortunate enough I must confess, I never did disOhio College Newspaper Association
not to own a well-equipped St. Ber- cover.
nard, make out your last will and
The intelligent, sympathetic, and
• DVIIIIIINa •!
■ miMNTin
testament before braving the Arc- painstaking direction of Frederick
tic temperatures. Then, chin up G. Walsh was everywhere evident
National Advertising Service, Inc.
ColUgt Pm>Uu-m Rtprtstnt+ln*
and keep smiling.
When you in the production and the beautiful
4*0 MADtcOH AVI.
NCW VONK N. Y.
freeze to death, you'll be the most sets of Philip Miles considerably
CKCMO • to*to* ■ LOI iiiim • »*• r«*»K*c«
cheerful corpse in history.
enhanced it.

Van De Ponts
Take Nestology

Criticising Doesn't Kill
What Deserves To Live

A Fur Coat's
No Proof

Dear Editor:
Last week's Bee Gee News contained an article which pointed out
the reasons for building a field
house "with a capacity of at least
10,000."
The favorable points
made were impressive, but the size
of the conceived structure was
somewhat staggering.
The BGSU student body numbers some 4,600. Assuming that
every student attends each home
game (and this is quite unlikely)
there are still 6,500 seats to fill.
More than half of these unaccounted for spectators would have to
come from Bowling Green itself
and it is still assuming a lot to expect 2,600 others to pour in from
the surrounding territory each
night the Falcons do battle.
It has been said that 10,000 tickets could have been sold for both
the Western Kentucky and Loyola
games. I do not doubt this for an
instant. But these are only two
examples on a long home schedule.
Improvement of the caliber of
opponents on the home schedule is
pointed out as a means of filling a
large field house. But where will
the improvement come from?
Doug Mills, former Illinois basketball coach, pointed out in a re-1
cent magazine article that midwest
teams would be more than glad to
entertain the Eastern College powers.
But this upper strata of
teams seems content to remain
close to Madison Square Garden
where profits are high and traveling expenses are low. This, despite the offers from schools that
have arenas where 10,000 and up
can be accommodated. The farwestern and southern teams travel
almost exclusively at Christmas
time. Would 10,000 fans be available for several games during the

vacation period?
If Western Conference schools
wanted to schedule Bowling Green
why haven't the games been scheduled before in the large field
houses of the Conference schools?
The addition of 7,000 seats cannot
be expected to suddenly solve the
schedule-making problems of the
Athletic Department.
Bowling Green does need a field
house and needs it soon, this fact
cannot be denied. But can a seating capacity more than double the
university enrollment be filled
often enough to keep the structure
from developing into a white elephant?"
Hershey, Pa. and Green Bay,
Wis. have built athletic plants out
of proportion to the immediate
population and succeeded in making them pay. But these were professional ventures and in each
case there was a nearby population
that was eager for some sort of
athletic entertainment. The triple
opposition of Toledo's hockey Mercurys and basketball Jeeps and
Rockets figures to satisfy most of
the sport appetite in the lake city.
And when we do build, how shall
the building be styled? The auditorium type with a stage at one
end and a horseshoe shaped lowerbalcony would seem to be the most
practical addition to the campus.
Arrangements to
accommodate
6,600 basketball fans should suffice
on all but a few occasions. Special programs and concerts which
must now be held in the Men's
Gym could thus be presented in
more appropriate surroundings.
By all means, build an auditorium. But make it a structure of
varied uses and keep the size
ithin reasonable bounds.
Far
better to turn fans away a few
nights a year than play to perpetually yawning seats.
Chuck Albury

Exama or* here, I giv* no cheer.
Why not drown 'am in beer?
LONGS AND QUEENS:
Marriages and such—still from the holidays—faculty members and all—Miss Grace Pelrie took the trip up the long path
with Prof. Vlrg Baker . . . soon to be department—Mike Donohoe,
Toledoan and Jean Miles . . . bright spot of the week—Mary
Winters got the glittering glits from Bob Eastman ... and another
ring—Betty Smith from Bob Holey . . . invitation and so on seclion—Carol Barber of the male line of Barbers received the notice
that his dues in AWS were not paid and he better get on the
tree limb if he wanted to participate in activities—how can you
keep an organizaion going without dues? ... and pinnlngs—Barb
Walters from Bill Wldener and Carole Mulqueeney from Bob
Hovey . . . and the scoop division—Harriet Wiegel of the secretive family of Wiegels pinned by Emie Capron . . . and another
bright spot—Shirley Lehman from Ed Ioanes . . . and Nancy Klttinger from Floyd Heckert ... a super colossal late one—Scottle
Cowell and Jack Todd, Colorado Universityite have some kind
of an agreement...
CHECK:
Tha other night I held a hand
So dainty and ao sweet.
I thought my heart would bunt with loy.
So loudly Ad it beat.
No other hand into my soul
Could ao much solace bring
Aa tha hand I hold th* other night—
Four aces and a long.
FOUR STARS AND A HUZZA:
To the Sycamore Grove for building a new addition . . . and
the basketball team for a good hard fight . . . the bucket o'suds
and a carton of tobacco flowers go—not as a peace offering but
as an award—to Bob Ruth, whose win over Cincinnati and Michigan place him as the leading diver in this area and probably
many another area ...
DIRE'S DESIRE:
All fresh and sprightly heading for the day's work—Dolly
Nader, dressed in dark chocolate brown skirt, white tailored
blouse edged in black—complete with a little black tie . . .
DIRE'S IRE:
The unexpected reaction at the recent remark about the
actions of some fraternities—interesting, anyway . . . the situation at the Nest—even if due to lack of help . . . and the lighting
system in some rooms . . .
CHECK:
Woman at* seating th* wide open spaces.
Blouse* with ey*l*ts and *h**r**t of lac**.
Stocking* of mash, a sandal that ahow*
Through punctured partition* section* of to**;
It go** very hard on sensitive soul*
To see th*m attired in nothing but hoi**.

Bee Qee Aeiud.

MOR EQUEENS AND KINGS:
Another bright spot—Lois Telle from Richard Gieb . . . and
a pin—Charlotte Gam from Paul Might . . . and more—Pat
Buckley from Norm Huffman—Ralph Mayer to loan Rosengarden, Vassarite . .. and a ring—Shirley Ann Lute from Bill Nunamaker . . . LaVonne Koontz pinned to Chris Depas . . . Carolyn
Grove engaged to hometown boy . . .and Barb Deppen to Bob
Williamson, Fremontonian . . . interesting item no. 4,338—Lincoln did not originate the phrase—" ... of the people, etc ... "—
read the Webster Hayne debate from some years previous. . . .
PASS:
Never let your right hand know what your left hand is
doing—unless you need both hands . . .
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Personality
Portraits
by Jane Cerlton

by Judy Christy
TOP MAN. Chi Omga sorority
recently elected
Haiel
Miller,
president; Delores Freshley, vice
president; Barbara Shelt, treasurer; Janet Sautter, secretary;
Lucille Nobili, corresponding secretary; and Doris Jacobs, pledge
mistress.
WORLD PREMIER. The Delta
Gamma's
presented
their
19
pledges to the world this week at a
coketail party in their honor.
Each fraternity was invited to
send representatives to meet the
pledges. Betty Theilman was general chairman for the party.
WELCOME INN. The Alpha Xi
Deltas had an open house Sunday from 3:30 to 6 p.m. for the
Phi Delts. General chairman for
the affair was Dottie Albright.
CONFUSW BUT AMUSIN'.
Ruth Loudenslagel Lytle, wife of
the first king of hearts, had a
baby girl so the SAE's will have
to give a party for the Alpha
Xi Deltas. Whenever a legacy is
born into either the Alpha Xi
Deltas or the S. A. E.'s one of the
two has to give the other a party
in honor of the event. Told you
it was confusing.
POT LUCK. An exchange dinner was held between the Alpha
Chi Omegas and the Alpha Phi's
recently.
The
representatives
from Alpha Phi were Marge Cochrane, Ruth Harkness, Betty Lowry,
Janet and Joanne Banks, Ruth
Wonnell, Rosemary Romaker, Carol Schroeder, Joyce Hause, and
Mary Miller. The Alpha Chi Omega representatives were: Janet
Foulkes, Marian Banning, Alberta
Sutton, Betty Kerr, Velma Bisher,
Mary Sexton, Connie Prcager,
Nancy Kittinger, June Kinkcr
and Norma Lawrence.
RULING THE ROOST.
The
Phi Mu pledge group elected the
following officers: Marian Brant,
president; Ann Frey, vice president; Marge Gecting, secretarytreasurer; and Sybil Bragg, chaplain.
Alpha Tau Omega initiated 18
pledges Sunday in Studio B. They
were: Harry Brockman, Tom Burton, Carleton Chopp, James Friesner, James Galloway, John J. Gillespie, Kenneth Grubaugh, Allan
Katterheinrich, Richard Kranz, Joe
Kuzma, Steve Mason, Pete Michaels, Bob Rennebaum, Donald
Stevenson, Henry Stough, Donald
Tigges, Bob Zimmerman, and Richard Ziss.
Pledges turned the tables on
Hell Night by taking Jack Webber,
chairman of initiation, out 25
miles in the country and making
him walk back. P. S. He did!

Squirrel Makes Hit
With Dutch Children
When the Ithaca Journal published a story about a gray squirrel
which took over the rooms vacated
by a family of bees, it had no idea
the account would become popular with Dutch school children.
A copy of the paper found its
way abroad and a young school
teacher, delighted with the factualthough-fanciful story, translated it
into Dutch for her pupils.
Children of Holland are now
hearing and reading of Ithaca's
gray squirrel which found an
apartment in the bee-deserted locust tree across the street from
Red Cross headquarters.

Dr. Earl* E. Emm*
Dr. Earle E. Emme should be
proud of his "green thumb."
Most people aren't as lucky as he
is when it comes to gardening and
as his friends well know, he can
grow just about anything.
But his having n "green thumb"
probably goes back to the days
when he helped his lather work
the prosperous farm in Kankakee,
111. In high school he was interested in speech and debate and won
second place in an Illinois oratorical contest. He attended Northwestern University where he majored in philosophy and minored in
psychology, and later received his
masters degree at Columbia University.
Active in college, he played
baseball and basketball, held offices in YMt'A, and took part in
debate and oratory functions.
After receiving nil PhD at the
University of Chicago, he continued his work in research at Boston
University and then attended the
University of Iowa on a post-doctoral fellowship.
As a result of concentrated effort in research and writing, Dr.
Emme's favorite hobbies along
with gardening, he has had published 42 articles on both educational and psychological matter in
scientific journals, as well as two
books. In 11*41 he received the
Iowa Academy Science Award on
his research concerning "Superstitions."
He is a Fellow in the American
Psychology Association; president
of the Northeast Ohio Psychology
Association; and a member of Phi
Kappa Phi, scholarship honorary.
In the local scene, he is secretarytreasurer of Town and Gown, a
member of Rotary and the Masonic
Lodge, and is on the official board
of the Methodist Church.
The Emme residence is located
at 914 E. Wooster St.
Before
coming to
Bowling
Green in 1946, Dr. Emme was
Dean of Liberal Arts of Dakota
Wesleyan University in Mitchell,
S. D. where he also was professor
of p s y c h o 1 o g y. He formerly
taught at Lawrence College in Appleton, Wis., and at Morningside
College in Sioux City, Iowa.
, Both Dr. and Mrs. Emme have
enjoyed traveling and they have
matte it a practice to go to a different state each summer. Their
two children, Eugene Emme, who
is now teaching history at the
State University of Iowa, and Mrs.
Tom Green, a former physical educational instructor, both attended
Morningside College.

Irish Dramatists
Present Poetry
by Libby Earnest

The broad field of Irish poetry
was sensitively reviewed as only
the native sons and daughters ot
the land of legends, universal
good humor, patriotism and haunting beauty, could, by Miss Sara
Allgood, Hollywood actress on
campus for the lead in "The
Lucky Finger," and Lennox Robinson, visiting professor, in their
lecture recital last Wednesday IB
the Main Auditorium,
Mr. Robinson, director of the
Abbey Theater, Ireland, began the
lecture with an explanation of the
Irish Renaissance and the poetry
written in Gaelic before the 18th
century. He read Egan O'Rahilly's "Clan Cartie," translated from
the Gaelic by James Stephens.
The three great Irish poets,
Clarence Mangan, Sir Samuel Ferguson, and Thomas Moore, who
wrote during the 19th century
were discussed. Moore's "At The
Mid Hour of Night," and "The
Child's Song" were given by Miss
Allgood.
"The Nameless one" by Mangan, whose best works were translations; the patriotic poems, unique
for their not mentioning the actual
name of Ireland but calling her
•Kathleen' or some such misleading
name because of political danger,
"Dark Rosaleen," by Mangan and
"Red Hanrahan's Song About Ireland" by W. B. Yeats; and another
translation from Gaelic, Thomas
McDonngh's "The Stars Stand Up
In The Sky," were read by Mr.
Robinson.
John Todhunter's "Aghadoe"
was sung by Miss Allgood in a
strong, truly Irish voice. She then
recited two chnrming ballads of
the Irish country folk, "The Ballad of Father Gilligan," and "The
Ballad of Moll Magec" by W. B.
Yeats; "The Mother" and "The
Bold, Unbiddable Child," in the
Irish brogue. Two satiric verses
which tickled the audience were
given with a fine dramatic treatment by Mr. Robinson, "The Brewer's Man" by L.A.G. Strong, and
"The Rose In December" by Moira
O'Neill.
The enchanting fairy lore of
Ireland was evident in the next
three poems, Nora Hopper's "The
Fairy Fiddler" and Seumas O'Sullivan's "The Others'" by Mr. Robinson, and Miss Allgood's reading
of W. B. Yeats' "The Stolen
Child."
"There Is A Green Hill Far
Away," a religious verse by Mrs.
Alexander, "Sheep and Lambs" by
Mrs. Katherine Tynan Hinkson,
and "The Music Makers," dealing
with the true artists, by Arthur
O'Shaughnessy, concluded the recital.

Signs Of The Times
City officials decided that warning signs on parkways were too
wordy.
They read, "Caution—pavement
narrows," "Slow — merging traffic," "Drive carefully — narrow
bridges," and so forth.
All these signs were replaced by
one. It reads:
"Squeeze ahead."
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"The Fountainhead Defends

SYMPOSIUM

OfunionalUiei.
by Dave Reichart
All fans have their favorites,
and this week the question of your
wandering reporter, is, who is your
favorite basketball player?
"The best
player on the
team
is
Red
Speicher," anIW • r e d Fred
S c h u in a ker.
The F i n d 1 a y.
Ohio junior who
knows Red appreciates a good
athlete who is
not affected by
his playing ability. Fred also
Fred Schum alter IlKM Spcicher's
rough style of
playing, and his control of the
backboards even though Rod is not
as tall as some of the other members of the team.
Yvonne Slyker, a senior
from Huron,
Ohio, thinks
highly of Leo
K u b i a k. She
says, "Leo is a
clever ball
handler, who is
always alert
and on his
g u a r d." She
likes the way he
iumps up in the
air and shoots Yyonn. slyk„
the ball.
She
also admires his cool playing, and
his ability as a team player, who
is always setting up the plays and
niving the other fellows on the
team the chance to mako the
points.
"Stan Weber
is my favorite."
stated Sop h i e
Kiiripidcs. "He
handloi the ball
very well and
always seems to
know what to
do," she continued. "Stan is a
much better
hall player than
he
was
last
year," thought
Sophie.
"He
is
Sophie Karipidei
one of the few
tall ball players who is not clumsy
and awkward on his feet," she
stated. Sophie is a senior from
Canton.
John Gillcspi e ,
from
Y o u n gstown,
Ohio, places
Red Speicher at
the top of his
list.
John believes that the
eager
is
the
type of player
who appeals to
the average fan.
He says that
Red is the most
colorful player John cm
ie
on the squad;
always in there fighting for the
ball, and stealing it from the other
team.
One trait of Red's that

All Forms of Art,' Says Critic
The Fountainhead, by Ayn Rand
. . . and the most extraordinary book reviewed so far in
this column.
"The Fountainhead" is a defense of art. Although it
deals primarily with architecture, it is a defense of all arts—
literature, music, the dance, painting:—art as Justification
^in itself.
The book is the story of five
By Dick Lonhart
When a customer asked the reason for the very expensive cover
charge at an exclusive night club,
the proprietor glibly answered,
"Big girl, small bubble."
Between the fall and the springtime
When all students look wan and
meek
Comes a pause in the year's occupations
That is named (and I cringe)
Exam Week.
All the times of great exultation
Are lost in the minds of the glum.
For now there is no exultation
We are struck (no kidding) dumb.
The dorms have a sepulchcr silence
From them issues no shriek—
Except from the torture of study
Which occurs throughout Exam
Week.
Tho students fall into the classroom.
Their eyes are bloodshot and sore,
Their heads ache, their fingers are
ink stained
They feel they can stand it no
more.
Our minds arc a jumble dramatic,
Our thoughts approach the insane,
Book reports, themes, and term
papers.
All late, only add to the strain.
Some are forced to the use of narcotics,
Black coffee and No-Nods are
used.
The result in the daytime is different
The dope fiends are more than confused.
The long week is finally ended:
At that time we all sadly swear,
That next year we're going to do
better
And for all our classes prepare
Then second semester is on us.
With dances and dating the thing.
As they were in the first semester
But worse than that—COMES
THE SPRING.
Our good intentions all leave us,
As we breathe in the Springtime
so gay.
The warm weather docs but then
grieve us—
Just wait till the last of May!
Thanks to Sully of the Kilikilik

lives and their entanglements—
each with the other.
Howard Roark—The genius, the
rugged individualist whose work
meant creating not for recognition,
but for the sheer joy that an artist derives from his work.
Peter Keating — to whom success in life was recognition in the
field of architecture—no matter
tho price.
Donmcniquc—the beautiful
daughter of a successful architect who made a strange sacrifice.
Gail
Wyand—newspaper
tycoon who had fought his way up
from the slums of Hell's Kitchen
to a penthouse high above the
streets of the common man whose
ignorance had afforded him his
great wealth and power.
Ellsworth Toohcy—the eloquent
art critic whose column "One
Small Voice" censured Rourk's
work even though he recognised it
as art. Toohey who shamed the
public because he felt art was to
be guarded, not shared, with those
incapable of the aesthetic joy.
The characters of "The Fountainhead" seem somewhat unreal
and more like principals rather
than living people. Possibly the
author meant it that way.
It is difficult to understand why
an author would write such a condemnation of the public and then
present it on the market for them
to read. Perhaps she had no desire to reach them—she desired
only to reassure those who have a
sense of appreciation of art—.
For once an author has had the
courage to oppose that distasteful
bromide, "We must remember the
little people."—to say that it Is
very possible for an individual to
be right and the masses to be
wrong.
It is doubtful, however, that Ayn
Rand has succeeded in shattering
the complacency of the gullible
masses.
Certainly she has not
reached them with her literary
style.
She has simply assured
those who are aware that in this
age of commercialized art—it is
no more than a common can opener, ugly in its design but seemingly
justified in the service it renders
the masses.

LOST: Rhineslone necklace b • I w • • n
Shatiel Hall and Put's and Pol's. II
found pleaeo notify Harriet Wood!, 26,
Shatzel Hall.
LOST: Woman's Mather Tlssot pink
gold wrist watch. Please return to Mary
Kagy, Johnston Hall. Theta Phi Residence,
or
call 8425. Reward.
John likes is his team playing abilLOST: S-monlhs-old red Cocker Spaniel
ity. "He is always setting up the named
"Woodle." Frequented the Falplays and letting other fellows con's Nest the past (ew weeks. Reward.
V. Chamberlain, Ridge Terrace.
score the points when he himself
LOST: Cowhide billfold with green
could be putting the ball through leather lining. Bills and change. Lost
Monday
bolween Enterprise ana Univerthe hoops."
sity. Reward. Miss Koch, 5204.

VALENTINE

ANDYS

For that

Rappaport's
VALENTINE
DECORATIONS
GREETING CARDS
VALENTINES
CANDY
Come in and look around,
tot have what you want to
make her happy on
VALENTINE DAY

SNACK

—FRESHLY MADE IN OUR KITCHEN—

insist on

Packed in heart shaped boxes for the one
you love.

CAIN'S
Marcelle Potato
Chips

"Would you wrap the Dentyne Chawing Gum
as a gift, please?"

4

"That das** drives m nuts I 'Wrep it as a lift.'
she say*I A* if anybody wanted to bother with
fancy gift wrapplnis to get at that delicious, clean
• Ustini- Dentyne Cbewlnf Cum with the rich, long
testing never. Dentyne is a gift at any pries because it (Mips keep teeth white."
Dentyne Gusn— Made Only By Adems

.RAYMOND'S SWEETS
118 N. Main Street
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Book and Motor Elects
Officers, Initiates Members
Newly elected officers of Book and Motor are: Irene Ellis,
president; Arthur Miller, vice president; and Norma Mack,
secretary. The following 69 new members were initiated
Sunday, Jan. 18, in Studio B of the Practical Arts Bldg.
Dane Barber, Kathleen Bay less, Allen Bowman, Barbara
Bottenus, Paul Boyd, John Boyer, Paul Chapin, Dora Collins,
John Crowlcy, Franklin Curtis,
Vilma Davidson, David Elsass,
John England, Robert Fawcctt,
Ester Frederking, Herbert Graham, and Lillian Hanic.
Richard Hartnett, Wilma Lou
Hollingsworth, Frank James, Merl
Johnston, Evalyn Kaiser, Phyllis
Karstetter, Hazel Kille, Glenn
Knerr, Kenneth Krouse, Ned
Krugh Betty Kumlcr, Guy LaChine, Katherine Lenox, Harry
Ling, James McClintock, Doyle
McOwen, Marjoric Maddy, Aris
Mallaa, Arthur Miller, William
Miller, Howard Mitchell, Paul
Monroe, Suo Moore, Kathryn Morrow, Leonardo Neher, Harry Newland, Shirley Normnn, and Ilona
Pohlod.
Andrew PBiakis, Jack Quinn,
Alexander Reed, Virginia Kchor,
Al Rosenberg, Thora Saul, Steve
Selmants, William Shumaker, Irwin Sleanick, Carl Smith, Evalec
Smith, David Snydcr, Ellsworth
Sutler, Virginia Stimson, Merlin
Sykes, Patricia Tcnnant, Allan
Thomas, Bert Thurston, Emery
Ulrich, Shirley Wcndt, Ann Winalow, Roy Wright and Donald
Wylie.
Ann Winslow, a new initiate, is
the daughter of Leon L. Winslow,
former faculty member, who was
a founder of Book and Motor in
1914. He is now retired and lives
in Baltimore.
In addition to a 3.4 scholastic
average, and one year in collage,
a student must shew leadership in
campus affairs to be eligible for
Book and Motor.
Dale McOmber and Jauntita
Bame planned the program for the
meeting, at which the Rev. Arthur
W. Olsen, of the First Unitarian
Church in Toledo spoke.

Judges To Select
Fight Song Winner
Entries in the Fight Song Contest, sponsored by the Commons
Club are now in the hands of the
judges for the selection of the
winning song. As soon as the
judges make their decision, the results will be announced, and the
winner will receive a trophy.

Student Undergoes
Appendectomy
Joan Dowling, freshman from
Dayton, Ohio, underwent an emergency appendectomy Tuesday evening, Jan. 13. The patient is reported to be feeling very well.

Get your
MERLE NORMAN
cosmetics at the

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop
124 W. Wooster St.

WE HAVE ...

Orchestra Dance
Scheduled Sat.
The social calendar for this
weekend includes a square dance
Students dance to dreamy tnuiic at Beta Sigma dance
the
which will be held at 9 p.m. in
Women'* Bldg. laat Saturday night.
the Women's Bldg. and a movie,
"Camille" in the P. A. Aud. on
Friday evening. The Social Committee is sponsoring an orchestra
dance Saturday night in the Women's building and Slightly Honorable" is the show on campus.
Mathematics Society inducted
Phi Alpha Chi, fraternity for acKay BayleBs is giving an organ re- eight new members Wednesday, counting majors has been reorcital Sunday evening at 8:00 January 15. Two professors, Mr.
ganized. The fraternity, started
in the Main Auditorium.
Irving Gaskill and Mr. John Mei- on campus in 1938, became inacgan, and six students, Ray Ed- tive in J942 due to the war.
wards, Richard Mercer, Arthur
Journalism Locals
Phi Alpha Chi's new constitution
Miller, Lawrence Shrider, Lysle
and Roland Plassman, was amended and ratified on Jan.
Adopt Constitutions Sommers,
8.
were inducted.
Any accounting major who has
The proposed constitutions for
two local honorary journalism fracompleted two semesters of acternities for men and women were
counting and is enrolled in a third
adopted Jan. 15 at the business
is eligible to become a member.
meeting of the Press Club.
For Sigma Delta, fraternity for
men, the constitution was changed
Comte Club Hears
to specify that election of officers
The Greek Club, composed of
be performed by secret ballot.
The constitution for Sigma Phi, students of Greek ancestry, is now Nisei Experiences
women's fraternity, was accepted petitioning the Student Senate for
Mr. Dave Okada, an instructor
approval. The general purpose of
without chnnges.
in the sociology department, spoke
the
organization
is
to
promote
felNewscasters for the Press Clubsponsored news broadcasts to be lowship among Greek students and to the Comte Club at their Jan. 7
held every Monday, Wednesday, to learn more about the history, meeting. Mr. Okada talked on
and Friday from 6:66 to 6 p.m. customs, and ideals of Greece and "The Experiences of the Japanese
over WKSM, campus radio station, its people.
in Relocation Camps."
The club plans to meet the secwill be auditioned after the second
Mr. Okada, a second generation
ond
and
fourth
Wednesday
of
each
■eneator begins.
American-Japanese, was evacuated
month
with
the
next
meeting
Feb.
Radio newswritcrs will meet tofrom the west coast during the
night in room 315 A at 7 p.m. to 4 in room 200 of the Ad lildg.
Present officers of the club are war. He was in relocation camp
discuss procedure to be used in
compiling the written material for Pete Fakess, president; Byron Si- for five months. He later took his
tho news broadcasts and to deter- dcras, vice president; and Kathryn undergraduate work at Oberlin
and then studied at the University
mine the system for gathering the Giviskos, secretary.
of Chicago.
material.
Mr. Okada talked to the Comte
Instructor Attends
Club on the influences of the relocation camps personally and ecoDean Litherland
Father's Funeral
nomically on the Japanese and
Attends Conference
Don H. Newcomb, instructor in gave an over all picture of this sitDean Herschel Litherland left journalism, attended funeral ser- uation.
The next meeting of the Comte
January 10 for Columbus where vices last week end for his father,
ho attended a conference of the who died at, Mount Sterling, Iowa. Club will be Wednesday, Feb. 4.
Deans of State Institutions and
State Universities. The conference was in session Friday and
Everyone's Talking
Saturday. Mr. Charles Young, AsNow Open!
sociate Professor of Education, atabout the
tended the meeting of directors for
POP CORN
PEANUTS
State University Laboratory
delicious baked
Schools.

Math Society
Inducts 8

Phi Alpha Chi
Reorganizes

Greek Club

Seeks Approval

The Hut

goods at the

Bill's
Radio Service

Ross Bakery

CARMEL CORN
CANDY BARS
POP
HOT DOGS

E. Wooster St. at R. R. Tracks

Tubes and Batteries
New and Used
Radios
118 W. Wooster

At the Newman Club's monthly Communion breakfast on Jan.
11 the following officers were
elected: John Gillespie, president;
Bob Kusmer, vice president; Joan
Malikowski, recording secretary;
Tressalyn Gentile, corresponding
secretary; and Paul Rampe, treasurer.
Sunday, Feb. 8 the Club will
sponsor a get-together in the
Commons. From 2:30 until 4:46
the group will meet for entertainment, refreshments, and dancing.
The officers urge all Catholic students to attend this first function
of the new semester.

Kappa Delta Pi will hold it's
initiation this evening, Jan. 21,
at 6 o'clock in Studio B of the
Practical Arts Bldg. Following
the event there will be a dinner
at the University Commons.
Guest speaker of the evening is
Miss Helen Mettler of Fostoria,
Ohio.
Students being initiated into
the Kappa Delta Pi educational
honorary fraternity arc:
Marion Banning, Edwin Bergman, Paul L. Boyd, Helen K. Bradley, Mary Breithack, Mary Buchanan, M. Joan Dobbs, Ray J.
Edwards, Ruth Goodeman, David
Klsass, Geralda Griggs, David llnbel, Thelma Halleck, Janet Hamer,
Mary J. Heskett.
Doris Jane Hitchens, Joann
Hunter, It. Annette Jackson, Avelda Johnson, Lloyd Kiracofe, Glenn
M. Knerr, Leona R. Krill, Donna
M. Lea, Louise M. Laibe, Marylouise Lindemuth, Joseph P. Lukac, Ruth E. Lyon, Lorctta McCutchen, Donald Mericle.
Irene Meserve, R. Janice Miller, Thomas A. Muldowney, Mary
Kllen Nicholson, Lucille Nobili,
Gerald William Robinson, Jane
Russell, Robert Henry Schneider,
Roy Seager, Merlin Shade, Weldon F. Sheerer, Charles Silver,
Carl Spiccr. Grace Squires.
Ellsworth Statler, William
Steiner, Margaret Ellen Weisz,
Marilyn May Weisz, James Whittaker, Ray Whittaker, Arthur
John White, Raymond Yeager.

Quill Type To Elect
Officers January 21
Quill Type will hold election of
officers at the meeting tonight.
Nominations were made at the
last regular meeting held on Jan.
7.
Members of Pi Omega Pi gave
the program conducted by Lois
Rubel, president.

SCF To Launch
Membership Drive
The SCF second-semester membership drive will begin Monday,
Feb. 2, for new freshmen ami
old students.
The intcr-dominational group,
which now has 800 members, will
sell memberships again this semester for those who missed the
opportunity or failed to join last
semester.
Membership cards are one dollar
and may be obtained at the SCF
office between 9 and 6. Membership will entitle members to vote
in the coming Cabinet elections
and also to join an SCF interest
group.

Beaux Arts Ball
Is Postponed
The Beaux Arts Hall, sponsored
by Chi Omega, has been postponed until May 21, because the
Gym is being used by the Modern
Dance Club.

For
Speedy Service

FOR SALE: Comploto tux outfit as provioutly lisltd. S20. Don Rumanian, Kappa
Sigma HOUM.

Hamburgers

Cheeseburgers
Soft Drink
Ice Cream

For the best
in car service
Remember your
Hudson Dealer

Carnicom-Dotts

LOOK!

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop
LOOK!

one week only

SALE of Discontinued Lines.

Ph. 7492

Real bargains if they fit you . .. some as much
as 60% reduction.

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store

2 Sheepskin Lined Mackinaws, fur collar
One 44—One 46

Was $18.00 . . . Sale price $8.95

Sale

2 Sheepskin Lined Jackets

of

Was $11.95 . . . Sale price $4.95
3 Top Coats
Were $32.50 . . . Sale price $9.95
Table full of sweaters other than Brentwoods
$1.50 to $3.95 '
Wool and Flannel Shirts and many other items
at good reductions.

One 36—One 40

Vi price
Stationery

SPECIAL

48c box

During this sale 10% reduction throughout
the store on our already low prices.
Make deposit and use our layaway.

Book Ends

Kiger's Drug
Store

Kappa Delta Pi
Initiates Tonight

January 22nd to January 29th incl.

Costume Jewelry

Giant Stickers
College Stationery
Sorority Crests
Fraternity Crests
Blue Books
Collegiate Dictionaries

Newman Club
Elects Officers

y% price

"A suit cleaned and pressed at 189 E. Wooster is always
the center of attraction. The SANITARY DRY CLEANERS

121 N. Main St.

guarantee dependable and rapid service at all time."

THE CAMPUS MEN'S SHOP
237 N. Main Street

Near Postoffice
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kicking it a/uuutd
by Tommy Foy and Ed Cheilock
FALCONS JUMP TO SIXTH PLACE W NATION
For the second week in a row, BG's highflying Falcons have moved up in the national
cage ratings, this time to a lofty sixth position,
constituting a jump of three places over the
ninth spot which they held last week. Ranked
ahead of the Beegees on the Dunkle Rating
Sheet, a copyrighted weekly, are Kentucky,
N.Y.U., Illinois, North Carolina State, and Oklahoma A & M, in that order.
Sectionally, the
Orange and Brown five moved up one spot
from last week's fourth position and are headed
by Illinois and Oklahoma A & M.
Among the missing this week, is the early
Falcon conquerer, Duquesne, which tumbled
Tommy Fmj
from the exclusive top ten circle and are rated
quite a bit lower than the Falcons.
Of the remaining Falcon opponents, Westem Kentucky is rated the highest.
Current
ratings on the others such as Xavier, Syracuse,
Toledo,
Baldwin-Wallace,
Boston
College,
American International, Kent State, and John
Carroll are all below Bowling Green's rating.
Western Kentucky looms as biggest obstacle
forBG.
, __
With both Western Kentucky and BG
ranked among the first ten, the impending clash
on the Hilltoppers' home court, Feb. 4, will
attract national attention.
Besides facing the
home court jinx tn this one, the Falcons will
meet a similar situation to that in which they
Ed Cheslock
ran up against in the East when they tangled
with CCNY and Duquesne within a space of three days. This
time they meet Xavier and Western Kentucky on successive
nights and if the Beegees can cop a pair of wins over this rugged
duo, and defeat Marquette on the home floor, o bid to the National Invitational Tournament in the Garden is almost sure to
result.

Swimmers Defeated By
Cincy and Michigan State
Letting the Falcons gain no revenge over last year's
losses to them, the powerful Michigan State and Cincinnati
swimming teams each hung a defeat on Bowling Green's
natators in the local pool last week.
Michigan State, cracking six pool records and tieing
another, subdued the Orange and Brown 60-24 last Wednesday.
Bowling Green-Michigan State
Bowling Green captured only scoring summary:
two firsts when Bob Ruth and
300 yd. medley won by Michigan IHollTime 3m 7A
Charley Joyce nabbed the diving man. Allwardt, Wilson).
New pool record.
and fifty yard free style events.
220 tree ilyle won by Hooqerhyde (MS),
(MS) 2. Kline (BG) 3. Time 2m
The Cincinnati-B.G. meet Satur- Kralcinski
16.4e. New pool record.
day afternoon proved to be a batSO yd. free style won by Joyce (BG),
Time
tle all the way with the score end- Richard! (MS) 2. demons (MS)3
243s.
ing at 47-37 in favor of the visiDiving won .by Ruth (BG) 278 points,
tors.
Williams (MS) 2. Anton IMS 3.
100 yd. |reo stylo won by Dukn (MS).
Once again Bob Ruth and Char- loyce
:e BG:I "2. Paton (MS) 3. Time 54.8s. Tio
ley Joyce, paced the home team, of pool record.
150 yi
yd. back stroke won by Korton (MS),
Ruth taking a first in diving and
Taylor (MS)2, Vasterllng (BG) 3. Time
Joyce capturing the 100 yard free lm 40.3s. Now pool record.
200 yd. breast stroke won by D. Siebold
style and starting the 400 yard re(MS), ). Siebold (MS) 2, Lihon (BG) 3.
lay team off to a victory.
Time 2 m. 28.4s New pool record.
440 yd. free style won by Millor (MS).
Bowling Green's splash artists,
McCormic (MS) 2, Kline (BG) 3. Time 5m
who now have a .500 average tra- 13s. New pool record.
400 yd. free style won by Michigan
veled to Wooster yesterday for
State (Haofner, Miller, demons. Dzioba).
their fifth meet of the year.
Time 3m 46.9s. Now pool record.
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Wrestling Squad Invades
Kent State Saturday

£fU»Ul Section
Freshmen Cagers Trounce
Toledo U. Frosh 67 to 48
—

♦

by T. J. Loomis, Jr.

Bowling Green's freshman bas-

SigS, COUllUOnS, SAE,

ketball squad gave a preview of

Sigma Nu, Pi Theta
Remain Unbeaten

what the Falcons varsity may be

Sigma Chi continued to set the
pace
in
Fraternity
Basketball
League I, as they trimmed Beta
Sigma 27-14 in Monday night's
game.
The Sigs jumped into a
last 16 to 2 halftime lead before
the Betas began to find the range
in the last period. Flegle and Fry
led the scoring for Sigma Chi with
five points.
The Commons Club kept their
record clean and moved into a first
place tie with Sigma Chi as they
stopped winless ATO 25 to 20.
Phi Delta chalked up their first
win of the season by dumping
Theta Chi 30 to 16 and moved into
a third place tie with Beta Sigma
In taague II, first place Sigma
Nu copped their second straight
victory as they beat Phi Beta Mu
40 to 11.
Pi Theta continued to
keep pace with them by defeating
last place PiKA 23 to 16. SAE, a
potential favorite in the title
race, scored a victory in their
opening contest as they edged previously undefeated Kappa Sigma
20 to 11.
Kappa Tau drew the
bye this week in League No. II.
League standings are as follows:
League No. I
Fei
Lost
Team
We.
1000
0
Sigma Chi
-. 2
1000
0
Commons dub
- 2
500
1
Beta Sigma
_ 1
500
1
Phi Delta .
1
000
2
Theta Cht
0
000
2
ATO
— 0
League No. 11
Fer
Lest
We.
Tean
1000
0
2
Sigma Nu
1000
0
2
Pi Thela
0
1000
SAE
. 1
500
1
1
Kappa Sigma
000
1
... 0
Kappa Tau
2
000
_ 0
Phi Bola Mu...
2
000
.. 0
PIKA

Table Tennis Club
Schedules Finals

composed of in a few years as
they humbled

the

University

of

Toledo freshman squad 67 to 48 at
the Toledo field house last Thursday.
The junior Rockets jumped into
an early 3 to 0 lead but EG came
back to tie it up and the lead con
tinued to change hands throughout
the

remainder of the

first

half.

Bowling Green held a 27-23 lead
at the rest period.
Toledo tied it up 29-29 at the
beginning of the third period, but
then the Falcon Frosh got going
and

slowly

Joyce,

pulled

freshman

dropped

27

away.
from

points

Eli

Akron,

through

the

hoop to lead all the scorers, 18 of
these points
half.

coming

in

the

last

Raber and Rossi were next

high for BG, Raber counting for
16 and Rossi 14.
LeRoy and Kornowa, the latter
a standout on Toledo Woodward
High School's squad

last season,

led the scoring for Toledo, each
getting 11.

MarksraenDown
Carnegie Tech
Bowling Green University's rifle
team won their first match of the
year against Carnegie Tech by a
default.
Earl Ott was high man
for BG with a 240 score out of a
possible 300. Rodger Powell came
next with 235 and Bud Uachtigall
was third with 230.
Next semester the

rifle

team

will have'shoulder - to - shoulder

Table Tennis Tournament finals matches with local teams.
Also
will be held next Wednesday, Feb. plans are continuing for the for4, at 7:30 p.m. in the North gym
mation of an all girls' team which
of the Women's Bldg.
will compete against several naEveryone is invited to watch the
final round. Gold cups, which are tional all girls' teams.
Two mens' teams are being
now placed in the show case in the
Well, will be presented to the win- formed a varsity squad and a
ners of the women's and men's freshman squad.
All of these
divisions.
teams will be part of the Rifle and
Semi-finalists in the women's division are Jo McClure and Dot Pistol Club. Anyone interested in
Kennedy. The men are playing off joining this club should contact
their tournament this week.
Rodger Powell by phoning 6734.

Bowling Green's wrestling team, defeated by Michigan
State, 22-6, and tied by Findlay College, 18:18, remains on the
road Saturday to meet mighty Kent State in what appears to
be the toughest encounter of the Falcon season.
Attempting to crack into the victory column, Bob Leiman's grapplers will face the team which won last year's
Interstate Championship over such
foes as Michigan State, Waynesburg, and West Virginia.
Wrestling has done for Kent
what basketball has done for Bowling Green.
Coach Joe Begola's
have
consistently
been
Intramural basketball activity squads
will be ceased for the semester among the best in the country, and
after the games of Jan. 20. the present group although not
Leagues I and II will be in action quite up to usual standards, can
on that night, but the other four not be considered an exception.
Until upset by Case Tech last
loops will not play until Feb. 25
week K. S. had i.ot been beaten
and 26.
Nine monogram
In last week's games, the Wild- in two years.
cats captured their second straight winners remain from the 1947
win in League I by nosing out group.
Brightest of the Golden Flashes
Dorm A, 16-15.
Hut H topped
may be olympic-hope Gene Glass,
North Annex, 23-16, and the Buzz- National AAU and State YMCA
bombs downed the Chasers, 20-14. champ at 155 pounds. Mike MilOver in League 11, Midway kovich, 175 pounder, has been
Tech continued their winning ways Kent's best performer to date,
however, and Bob Badcr, 166, and
by trouncing the Hotshots, 39-10. Ralph Wilson, 121, are ranked
The strong Drifters club knocked high.
The Falcons, newcomers to the
off P's Boys, 33-17, and the Jokers
dropped their second straight, 20 varsity wrestling scene, opened
against Findlay and had to be
12 to the Herman Wildcats.
content with a stalemate. Ed SuaLeague Ill's action saw the Hut- tersic, fullback who starred on the
stcrs winning from the Imperials, gridiron against Bowling Green
20-12, Hut L defeating West Pal- last fall, pulled the Oilers from
ace, 34-10, and the Brewers drop- behind by pinning Jack Woodland,
another smashing football full, in
ping their tilt to the Hut K Kadets,
the heavyweight match. ■
29-26.
Ray Florian, 175, Carmel BoniIn the evening matched League to, 136, and Brother Tony Bonito,
IV race, both the Allies and the 121, by falls, while Merlin Shade
Rockets won their scoond victo- captured the other Orange and
Brown points by decisioning Tony
ries, the Allies taking the ProspecKathricn in the 155 division.
tors into camp, 38-14, while RockAgainst strong Michigan State
ie's Rockets edged out the Ram- last Saturday Garmel Bonito and
blers, 27-25. Hut P bowed to the Pete Boyd, 145, won on points.
Shantytown Paupers, 29-26, in the Florian and Shade were beaten by
narrow
margins
in
the
best
other League IV go.
matches of the day.
Two League V teams annexed
Bruce
Bellard
took over at
their second triumph, the Deheavyweight for Bee Gee but was
stroyers beating the Whiz Skids, decisioned by State's Goldsmith.
80-29, and the Spoilers winning Bob Chambers, Falcon 166, man,
suffered a pulled muscle against
from the Penquins, 31-24.
the Spartans but is expected to
The play in League VI was feabe ready this weekend.
tured by two runaway games.

Independents See
Fast Action In
All Leagues

Mcrrystrcet's Ramblers laced the
Sport

Hoys,

33-15,

while

North

Annex 5 was absorbing a 38-17
trimming at the hands of the 305's.
West Hall won their scheduled tilt

Sigma Chi Tops
Bowling League

Sigma Chi's keglers continued to
dominate the fraternity bowling
league
as they bumped SAE Friday
FOB BENT. Rooms for men student
available second semester. You'll have night in three straight games to
all the conveniences of home.
We
were college students ourselves once gain four points and hold their
three point lead over second place
625 W. Wooster, Dial 2911.
Sigma Nu who drew a bye.
by forfeit.

The only change in the standings
came as Theta Chi dropped three
points out of four to Kappa Sigma
and slid to seventh place as Phi
Delta moved into No. 6 spot by
taking four points from Kappa
Tau.
In the other match, PiKA outrolled Pi Theta for lour points and
moved to within one point of
fourth place SAE.
Bud Pugh of Kappa Sigma took
high game honors for the night
with 232 pins, Bud Flegle, Sigma
Chi, and Claude Huard, PiKA, tied
for runner-up with 213.
The team standings are as follows:
Lost
Team
Points Woe
S
31
Sigma Chi
41
10
Sigma Nu
38
29
15
24
Kappa Sigma
34
16
20
SAE _
— 27
17
19
PiKA
26
17
19
Phi Delta_ 24
32
17
Theta Chl_.
23
ppn
23
16
27
12
Tinw!J
ig

HOUSE
OF
FLOWERS
CORSAGES
FLOWER GIFTS
We Deliver
PHONE 5734
331 North Main
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Falcons Down Findlay
Loose At Marquette
MARQUETTE

FINDLAY

by H.rb Clark

by John SchwalUr

Share Leads
Total Scoring
Chuck Share, 6' 10" center, still
holds the lead in the basketball
scoring race, with 192 points in 19
games. This gives him an average
of a little over 10 a game. Next in
line is Mac Otten with 146 points
to his credit.
Share also leads in total number
of field goals and foul shots, having 73 two-pointers and 46 charity
tosses. Leo Kubiak is second in
field goals with 64 and Mac Otten
and Red Speicher are tied for second in foul shots, each having 42.
The individual scoring is as fol-

Visibly hampered by the narThe Falcons' inability to win on
the road dropped them back row confines of the Findlay floor,
another step on the ladder to the Bowling Green's basketball team
Invitationals in March.
A five- won an erratic, 66-30, victory over
game winning streak was brought the Oilers a week ago Tuesday.
to a halt by a hot Marquette UniAlthough the Falcons scored
versity quintet, 69-06, in Milwau- with case, Coach Harold Anderkee Saturday night.
son's boys did not display their
BG's cagcrs grubbed nn early usual finesse and appeared to be
lead which withered to a 20-20 tie stumbling through the defense to
at the end of 10 minutes of play. make their shots. Bowling Green
At this point a goal by Joe Faupl played a marvelous defensive game
and two goals and a free throw by however, and allowed but two field lows:
Rom.
O
TO FT Total
Jim Ove, Hilltoppcr pivot man, gouls in the first half.
gave Marquette a seven-point
The Oilers' first bucket came Shar.. Chuck
!f
2 £ }fi
lead. Then a charity toss by Gene with a minute left in the first half OH.n. Mac
« M
«
«
9 54
23
131
Dudley and buckets by Otten and with the score 25-6 against them. Kubiak Uo
PayXlohn.
|
8
|
M
Henning put the Falcons but two The next one, swishing in as the Weber, Stan
5
51
16
18
Red
— 19 M 42
108
points off the pace.
gun sounded, made the score 30-9. Spelcher.
tftlen. Bob
— 1« 34
17
85
19 28 27
79
Gene lierce, the Ililltoppers' uce
Findlay did a little better in the H.**"na Rol
Dudley. Gene
9 27
9
73
forward, scored twice and Mel second half, offensively and de- Conroy.
Bob
7 25
0
60
Peterson sank a free throw, but
Karl
16
19
3
51
fensively and was on its way to a Schwab.
Miller, Bob
19
3
lg
36
Green connected for BG and Stan
Bauer. Budd,
.
1
•
|
g
moral
victory
by
holding
the
Weber, who wus high scorer with
Inman. Tom
13
II
J
£>
14
10
J
24
18 points, scored twice to make the feared Falcons to u low score until PUnk.. Frill
Sleqlorlh. loe
_ 15
8
3
19
tally 32-31 at the half with Mar- Hob Conroy swished in three fast Knlerim. lira
5
2
0
4
Olhere
—
2«
I"
_J«
quette on top.
buckets in the closing minutes of
As the second half started the the third stanza. In the fourth,
Tolal
19 530 312 1374
Ililltoppers equalized a long shot
Stun
Weber
suddenly
hit
for
two
by Kubiak and moved into a 40-38
lead. After seven minutes of pluy field goals and a foul after which
BG hit u hot streak. Chuck Share Charlie Share came through with
Bcored a baskot and a free throw six more to thoroughly discourage
and Weber and l'uyuk sank a pair
of gift tosses each.
Successive the Findlay hopes.
Cygnets, junior members of
Share, the 6' 10" center, was
goals by Kubiak, Otten, and Wubur
shot the Falcons into a lead and high point man for the game with Swan club, will meet Saturday,
after two Murquette gouls, Otten, 11.
Weber and Mac Otten tied Jan. 24 at 1 p.m. instead of the
Weber, and Dudley scored aguin with eight each.
Hob Wortmun regulur Wednesday night meeting.
making the score, 67-49, in the
Due to exams, Swan club will
was high for the Oilers with seven
Falcong' favor.
not have a meeting this Thursday.
More Dudley became the first of points.
three BG baskctecrs to go out on
fouls. Following him were Otten
and Share.
This undoubtedly
All of the LATE HITS on Records and
hampered BG's play in the lute
minutes.
Sheet Music!
Marquette moved up and with
five minutes renmining, John Doucctte knotted the score ut 58-68.
From here on in the Falcons waged
a losing battle. The Ililltoppers
moved to a six point udvantuge,
"Everything Musical"
but a free throw and a goal by
126 East Wooster
Phone 8923
Weber cut the lead to 03-61.
Here Share left the scene and Murquette sealed tho verdict.

Evelyn Lockman Is
Dance Chairman
The first dance workshop to be
held for several years in the state
of Ohio will be on onr campus Feb.
6 and 7.
Miss Evelyn Lockman, dance instructor, is general chairman for
the workshop.
She attended a
meeting at Ohio Wesleyan last
weekend with representative dance
teachers from all over the state
to outline the initial plans.
Every college in Ohio is to send
an instructor and a group of men
and women interested in dance.
Each group will give dance demonstrations.
Miss Lockman said,
"Emphasis will be placed on
change of ideas rather than on
competitive demonstration."
Miss Margaret H'Doubler from
the University of Wisconsin will
be the guest teacher. She is an
active person in the field of dance.
After registration on Friday
evening, a party will be given in
honor of those attending.
Delegates will be housed in the
sorority and fraternity houses.
FOR RENT. RDOITIS for men students
available second semester. You'll have
all Ihe conveniences of home.
We
were college students ourselves once.
625 W. Wooeter. Dial 2911.

No Cage Games Scheduled
As Examinations Begin
Bowling: Green University's basketball team, holding a
season's record of 16 wins and three defeats, takes a vacation
from the hardwood during the next two weeks for semester
examinations but will return to action Jan. 31, going _ to
Youngstown for a game with Youngstown College.
The cagers still have 13 games remaining oh their schedule and must meet such foes as
Western Kentucky, Boston College, Syracuse, Marquette, and Toledo before the season closes. All
the big games from here on in arc
on foreign floors except the Marquette contest which will be played
here Feb. 21.
Probably the toughest test the
Falcons will have will be Feb. 3
and 4 when they tangle with Xavier and Western Kentucky both
away. Although the cagers managed to handle Xavier by 16 points
when the two squads met here
two weeks ago, the boys from Cincinnati showed that they have
plenty of fight and will give anyone a stiff battle.
Nothing much has to be said
about Western Kentucky as they
have year after year one of the

j
Last
qujnteta in the country.
. .
year these two teams split their
series, each club winning on their
home floor. Bowling Green will
have to be in high form for this
the Hi„.
H
,toppers. '

WAA Initiates
New Members
The Women's Athletic Association is planning an initiation for
all new members tonight at 6:30
in the North Gym of the Women's
Bldg.
All members of W. A. A. are
urged to attend. A program including demonstrations is being
planned.

Swan Club Plan
Change In Meetings

Bigelow Music Shoppe

Qlfcltll/uat^

TJle z

/OJV STORE

Wed.. Thurs.
Jan. 21-22
Open 18:48 daily
Opportunity Cash Club Meets
Two Days

"The Unsuspected"
with Joan Cnulflcld and
Claude Kains
Frl., Sat.

Jan. 2324
Open 12:46

Two Giant Hits I

"New Orleans"
with Arturo DcCordova and
Dorothy Patrick
Also

"Vigilantes Return"
In Cinccolor
with Jon Hall and Margaret
I.indsey
Sun., Mon.
Jan. 25-26
Open 12:45

IT HAD TO BE YOU'
with Ginger Rogers and
Cornel Wilde

LYRIC I/****
Fri., Sat.
Jan. 23-24
Open 2:15 Sat.

"Vigilantes Of
Boomtown"
with Allan Lane as "Red
Ryder"
Sun., Mon.
Jan. 25-26
Open 2:15 Sun.

'Bowery Buckaroos'
with Leo Gorcey and The
Bowery Boys
Tee* Wed., Thur. Jan. 27-29
Open 6:45

"High Barbaree"
with Van Johnson and June
Allyson
Also

•Undercover Maisie'
Ann Southern and Barry
Nelson

Favorite Boxy Cardigan

2.98
• 100%
0 favorite will
• White, royal blee,
bl.e, cherry, yellow,
wheat ejM plea
• .he. M-40.

-stm HESTERFIEIJ)
• It**, Ueem 4 Mm 1<ma» C

